
 

 
 

A Startup Electronics company is looking for full and part time Electronics Engineers.   You will 

have incredible opportunities to work on revolutionary systems that will impact people's lives around 

the world today, and for generations to come. Our culture thrives on intellectual curiosity, cognitive 

diversity and bringing your whole self to work - and we have an insatiable drive to do what others think 

is impossible. Our employees are not only part of history, they're making history. 

 

Junior Electronics Engineer 

The Junior Electronic Engineer (EE) works in the Engineering Department and reports to the Senior 

Electronics Engineer. The EE is able to design, develop and maintain power electronics for automotive 

and industrial applications as well as digital and analog interface circuitry. 

The SEE provides expertise to deliver electronic and electrical designs for the entire development 

process. Conceptional design through detail design, prototypes through volume manufacture, initial 

integration through qualification.  

The position requires a Bs Electrical Engineering or senior year student along with experience in the 

field of Electronic Engineering. Strong engineering, technical, and physics fundamentals. Strong 

problem solving and troubleshooting skills. Self-motivated, inquisitive, and resourceful. Ability to 

make decisions based on benefit, risk, time constraints, and opportunity. Ability to multitask and 

prioritize, while staying organized and detailed oriented. Experience using test equipment such as 

oscilloscopes, multimeters, signal generators, and power meters. Experience programming 

microprocessors, Experience with LabView, Python, C or MATLAB.  Experience developing PCBs is 

a plus  

The position involves working within international team, functional English is required.  

SEE Duties and responsibilities 

 

The following duties and responsibilities are our present focus: 

 Performs tests, integration, R&D, upgrades, and qualification of electronics systems and 

their components. 

 Performs hardware assembly, must have soldering experience 

 Uses advanced HW and SW to operate, diagnose, and characterize functionality and 

performance. 

 Gathers, correlates, interprets, and presents data. 

 Solves problems through troubleshooting and leveraging available resources. 

 Responsible for maintaining a safe work environment. 

 Performs other duties as assigned. 

 

Company offers a competitive starting salary. 

 

To apply please send your CV and cover letter to cv@lesla.eu  

 

 

We are committed to hiring and retaining a diverse workforce. We are proud to be an Equal 

Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer, making decisions without regard to race, color, religion, 

creed, sex, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status, national origin, age, disability, or any 

other protected class. 
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